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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
The Murphy Windmill and Millwright’s Cottage, are located in Golden Gate Park, on the north side of
Martin Luther King Jr. Drive between John F. Kennedy Drive and the Great Highway, identified as a
portion of Assessor’s Block 1700, Lot 001. The subject property, including the windmill, cottage and
landscaped open space setting surrounding the two structures was locally designated as San Francisco
Landmark No. 210 under Article 10 of the Planning Code in May 2000. Made possible through a
donation from banker Samuel G. Murphy, the eight-sided, six-story, Murphy Windmill was the largest in
the world when it was designed and constructed by engineer J. Charles Henry Stutt between 1905 and
1907. Able to pump 40,000 gallons of well water a day for park irrigation, the Murphy Windmill (as well
as its companion Dutch Windmill built in 1902) was critical to the transformation of acres of scrub and
sand dunes into Golden Gate Park. It continued to be working mill until approximately 1935. The
Millwright's Cottage is a free-standing, Georgian Revival cottage with Craftsman influences designed in
1909 by the Reid Brothers Architects, and built as a residence for the millwright (caretaker) of the
windmill. Authorized under Certificate of Appropriateness Case No. 2001.0732A, reconstruction of the
Murphy Windmill and renovation of the adjacent Millwright’s Cottage was completed in 2011. The
property is within a P (Public) Zoning District and an OS (Open Space) Height and Bulk District.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
During the seven years since the reopening of the Murphy Windmill, numerous safety issues have been
identified through operator experience and a City commissioned workplace safety survey, with reference
to OSHA standards, that were not foreseen at the time of the rehabilitation as authorized in 2001. The
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proposed project involves the following safety upgrades to the Windmill designed to comply with OSHA
requirements. No alterations are proposed to the Millwright’s Cottage.
EXTERIOR:
Gallery – Level 3
 Increase the gallery handrail extension to 42 inches. The handrail surrounding the gallery was
designed based on historic photographs. The height was made less than the code required 42
inches to create clearance for the turning radius of the sail stocks. It has since been found that the
stocks will clear the railing if it is increased in height by 5 inches.
 Add a 4-inch high wood toe kick at the bottom of the railing where it meets the gallery deck.
OSHA requires toe kicks at the bottom of guardrails to prevent falls. This is especially important
because the railing angles outward per the original design.
 Replace weathered gallery deck level wood entry doors. Two wooden doors leading from Level 3
to the outside gallery deck have weathered in marine environment and are leaking. The project
includes replacement using the identical design replicated in weather resistant materials.
Main entry door at grade
 Install LED downlight exterior lights at the main door for safety illumination as required by code.
Sails / Stocks
 Add tie-offs for fall protection on the stocks
Fan Tail
 Augment the fantail’s open steel deck with additional light bracing to stiffen and reduce
deflection in the steel grating surface.
 Replace the existing loose aluminum ladder with a permanently fixed ladder of the same size and
appearance.
 Add tie-offs, hand holds, and cables for fall protection. Please note: in 2001 the original wooden
fantail was removed and replaced as part of the restoration.
INTERIOR:
Stairs / Openings
 Replace all existing interior wooden stairs with OSHA compliant painted steel stairs handrails
and guard rails/paneling.
 Remove small sections of floor surface on all levels to allow for vertical, code compliant head
clearance, in areas of new stair openings.
Please note: Replacement and redesign of the original wood stairs to meet Building Code and
allow access to the gallery level (gallery level proposed to be cut back to a mezzanine) was
previously conditionally approved as part of the 2001 Certificate of Appropriateness review.
However, the stairs were replaced in-kind as part of the in the restoration project completed in
2011 for budgetary reasons, therefore the approved improvements to the stairs were not
implemented.
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Concrete pump beds
 Remove concrete water pump beds in anticipation of creating space for interpretive exhibits. The
pump bed footprint consumes most of the ground level square footage, and the intent is to create
a future area for interpretive exhibits open to the public. This item was previously approved in
2001.
Miscellaneous recommended safety upgrades
 Increase interior lighting levels by replacing incandescent fixtures with brighter LED or compact
fluorescent fixtures.
 Add guardrails at Levels 6 & 7 in the proximity of openings to below.
 Add floor level signage designations.

OTHER ACTIONS REQUIRED
No other actions are required for approval of the associated building permit application.

COMPLIANCE WITH THE PLANNING CODE PROVISIONS
The proposed project complies with all aspects of the Planning Code.

APPLICABLE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
ARTICLE 10
Pursuant to Section 1006.2 of the Planning Code, unless exempt from the Certificate of Appropriateness
requirements or delegated to Planning Department Preservation staff through the Administrative
Certificate Appropriateness process, the Historic Preservation Commission is required to review any
applications for the construction, alteration, removal, or demolition of any designated Landmark for
which a City permit is required. Section 1006.6 states that in evaluating a request for a Certificate of
Appropriateness for an individual landmark or a contributing building within a historic district, the
Historic Preservation Commission must find that the proposed work is in compliance with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, as well as the designating Ordinance
and any applicable guidelines, local interpretations, bulletins, related appendices, or other policies.
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS
Rehabilitation is the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair,
alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features that convey its historical, cultural,
or architectural values. The Rehabilitation Standards provide, in relevant part(s):
Standard 1.

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal
change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
The proposed project would retain the subject property’s use as an operational and functioning
windmill and public open space, and would maintain the area’s historic character. In general, the
interior and exterior alterations proposed succeed in replacing existing elements with compatible
in-kind materials that maintain the overall dimensions and configuration of the Windmill’s
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historic design as restored in 2011. In those areas where additional railing, sail reconfiguration or
other safety equipment is required, minimal material is removed and spatial relationships are
maintained. However, the proposed steel for the interior stairs and steel mesh panel are not in
keeping with the character of the historic structure. This aspect of the project should be revised.
Nonetheless, the stairs will be maintained in their historic configuration and location, and the
character of the windmill as a whole will not be changed as a result of the project.
Standard 2.

The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be
avoided.
The proposed project would not alter the historic character of the Windmill. The most evident
exterior alteration proposed is to the gallery railing. The new wood extenders would sit on each
side of the existing vertical supports and the top cap of the railing is proposed to be in-kind wood,
at the same size as existing. Overall this is a minimal visible modification to the exterior facade
and the addition will not result in the loss of distinctive materials. The door replacements in-kind,
the new lighting, as well as the addition of the toe-kick at the gallery, and the steel grate platform,
permanent ladder, and tie-offs at the fantail, do not impact the features, spaces and spatial
relationships that characterize the landmark. At the interior, the removal of the concrete water
pump beds was anticipated in 2001; it is not a feature that characterizes a property. Despite the
replacement of the stairs and removal of small sections of floor surface to allow for vertical, code
compliant head clearance, the overall size and proportion of the stairs and landings would be
consistent with the previous restoration, and would not alter the Windmill’s character-defining
spatial relationships at each floor level. As noted above, the proposed steel for the interior stairs
and steel mesh panel are not in keeping with the character of the historic structure. This aspect of
the project should be revised; the metal stairs should be replaced in wood or alternately be clad
with wood, and the mesh paneling should be of a different, but compatible material.

Standard 3.

Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
The project would not create a false sense of historical development. The safety upgrades would be
of their own time, but as a whole are compatible with the restored historic character of the
Windmill. The proposed project will not create a false sense of history and no conjectural features
will be added.

Standard 5.

Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
No distinctive materials, features, finishes, construction or craftsmanship examples that
characterize the property as restored would be significantly altered or removed from the landmark.
Work is limited to safety upgrades and the proposed project retains all of the property’s exterior
character-defining features. As previously described, new wood extenders are proposed to be added
to the gallery railing, but these vertical supports and the top cap are proposed to be in-kind in
wood, at the same size as existing. This aspect of the project will not result in the loss of
distinctive materials. Other upgrades do not alter existing features or finishes; lighting and safety
additions to the sails, and fantail have minimal attachments in existing locations that are
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marginally visible. The wooden doors at the gallery level will be replaced in-kind. The existing
interior stairs were replaced in-kind as part of the restoration project completed in 2011. Overall,
the renovation of these stairs and removal of portions of the floor would not alter characterdefining materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques. As noted above the steel stairs
and related steel elements are not in keeping with the character of the historic structure, and this
aspect of the project should be revised.
Standard 6.

Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the
old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing
features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
The project proposes replacement of two weathered gallery deck level wood entry doors leading
from Level 3 to the outside gallery deck. The project includes replacement of the doors using the
identical design replicated in weather resistant materials in compliance with Standard 6.

Standard 9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic
materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new
work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the
property and its environment.
See discussions under Standards 1, 2, and 5 above. Overall, proposed new work will be
differentiated yet compatible and will result in minimal change to the character-defining features
of the restored Windmill, specifically as viewed from the open space surrounding the building.
Alterations to the gallery railing and replacement doors will be detailed to match the historic
materials, features and spatial relationships that characterize the subject property. New lighting at
the entry will be differentiated but be compatible with the historic materials. On balance, the
proposed safety additions are compatible with the Windmill’s historic character and materials.

Standard 10.

New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a
manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would be unimpaired.
On balance the proposed work will not alter the overall form and integrity of the landmark, and
aside from the interior stair elements (see discussion above), new additions be constructed of
compatible materials, and detailed to match the proportion and detailing of existing historic
features without risking impairment to the essential form and integrity of the historic landmark.
As described above, the bulk of the restored Windmill will remain intact, new safety equipment
will be added in areas where failing equipment is already in place, or in areas that are minimally
visible. The extension to the Gallery railing could theoretically be removed in the future without
impact to the essential form and integrity of the Windmill.

PUBLIC/NEIGHBORHOOD INPUT
The Department has received no public correspondence related to this project.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
The Murphy Windmill’s character-defining features were described in the 1998 case report attached to the
2000 designating ordinance, but elements were not specifically listed. Based on the case report and a 2003
Historic Structure Report prepared for the restoration (please see attached exhibit), the character-defining
features of the Murphy Windmill include:
(Please note: character-defining features of the Millwright’s Cottage are not included below, as there is no work
proposed to the cottage.)
In General:
 The Windmill serves as a picturesque, scenic landscape element in a contrived pastoral setting,
that includes trees, low shrubs and grass with low vegetation.
Windmill Exterior
 Eight sided, six story structure with a configuration consisting of three parts: a concrete base, a
wood tower and a cap.
 Scored concrete base with double-hung wood windows.
o Base is original.
o Base windows.
o Steel entrance door with a lintel above reading “Gift of Samuel G. Murphy, May 1905”.
 Wood tower clad in blue slate shingles.
 Wooden copper clad rotating cap.
 Sail stocks and sail grid.
 Fantail (set a right angle to the main sails), and supporting structure geared to turn the cap.
 Wooden gallery decking, and railing surrounding the exterior of the structure at the third level,
supported by struts just above the concrete base.
 Wood gallery door.
Windmill Interior
 Heavy wood-frame support structure tapering inwards.
 Six wood floors -- levels one and two housed in the concrete base; three, four and five in the
wood tower; and level six in the cap.
 Wood open riser stairs, which circle up around the perimeter of the building.
Based on the requirements of Article 10 and the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, staff
has determined that the proposed work is compatible with the character-defining features of the Murphy
Windmill and Millwright’s Cottage, Landmark No. 210. The new safety equipment, gallery railing,
exterior lighting and upgrades to the sail, stocks and fantail would not alter the character-defining
features of the structure and could be removed in the future without impacting the integrity of the
property. Staff finds the project consistent with the Murphy Windmill’s character and that the essential
form and integrity of the landmark will be unimpaired by the proposed project. The character-defining
features of the property will remain, and the historic design and configuration of the windmill will be
retained and the new materials will match the character of the restored landmark. Despite the proposed
replacement of the stairs and removal of small sections of floor surface to allow for vertical, code
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compliant head clearance, the overall size and proportion of the stairs and landings would be consistent
with the previous restoration, and would not alter the Windmill’s character-defining spatial relationships
at each floor level. The proposed steel for the interior stairs and steel mesh panel are not in keeping with
the character of the historic structure. This aspect of the project should be revised as indicated in the
Condition of Approval included below. The removal of the concrete water pump beds was anticipated in
2001; it is not a feature that characterizes a property. Moreover, the removal of the pump beds will allow
for the installation of a future interpretative exhibit open to public where visitors will be able to
experience the historic volume of the windmill and view materials and features related to its original
construction and historic use.
Conditions of Approval
1.

That prior to issuance of Building permits, the final material including the replacement material for the
metal stairs and the mesh paneling, will be forwarded for review and approval by Planning Department
Preservation Staff. As referenced previously, the interior stairs should be replaced in wood or alternately be
clad with wood, and the steel mesh panel should be replaced with wood or another compatible material.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW STATUS
The Planning Department has determined that the proposed project is exempt/excluded from
environmental review, pursuant to CEQA Guideline Sections 15301 (Class One – Minor Alteration)
because the project includes a minor alteration of an existing structure that meets the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards.

PLANNING DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION
Planning Department staff recommends APPROVAL WITH CONDITIONS of the proposed project as it
appears to meet the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation.

ATTACHMENTS
Draft Motion
Parcel Map
1998 Sanborn Map
Zoning Map
Site Photographs
Landmark No. 210 Designating Ordinance
2003 Historic Structure Report
Project Sponsor Submittal
- COA Application
- Historical Review Packet
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ADOPTING FINDINGS FOR A CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FOR PROPOSED WORK
DETERMINED TO BE APPROPRIATE FOR AND CONSISTENT WITH THE PURPOSES OF
ARTICLE 10, TO MEET THE STANDARDS OF ARTICLE 10, TO MEET THE SECRETARY OF
INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION, FOR THE PROPERTY LOCATED ON A
PORTION LOT 001 IN ASSESSOR’S BLOCK 1700, WITHIN A P (PUBLIC) ZONING DISTRICT AND
AN OS (OPEN SPACE) HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT.

PREAMBLE
WHEREAS, on March 20, 2018 Dan Mauer of the San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department
(“Project Sponsor”) filed an application with the San Francisco Planning Department (hereinafter
“Department”) for a Certificate of Appropriateness for alterations to the Murphy Windmill to comply
with OSHA standards, including at the exterior: the extension of the gallery railing, the addition of a toekick at the bottom of the gallery railing, the replacement of deteriorated exterior gallery level wood doors
with in-kind weather resistant materials, the addition of tie-offs for fall protection on the stocks, safety
additions to the fan tail (steel bracing and cables for fall protection), and exterior lights at the entrance;
and at the interior: the replacement of the existing wooden stairs and safety paneling, removal of the
concrete water pump beds, and the removal of small sections of the floor surface on all levels for head
clearance.
WHEREAS, the Project was determined by the Department to be categorically exempt from
environmental review. The Historic Preservation Commission (“Commission”) has reviewed and concurs
with said determination.
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WHEREAS, on May 2, 2018, the Commission conducted a duly noticed public hearing on the current
project, Case No. 2018-003886COA (“Project”) for its appropriateness.
WHEREAS, in reviewing the Application, the Commission has had available for its review and
consideration case reports, plans, and other materials pertaining to the Project contained in the
Department's case files, has reviewed and heard testimony and received materials from interested parties
during the public hearing on the Project.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby grants the Certificate of Appropriateness, in conformance with the
plans dated March 26, 2018 labeled Exhibit A on file in the docket for Case No. 2018-003886COA based
on the following findings:

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1.

Specifications for replacement material for the metal stairs and the mesh paneling will be
forwarded for review and approval by Planning Department Preservation Staff prior to the
issuance of Building Permit Applications. The interior stairs should be replaced in wood or
alternately be clad with wood, and the steel mesh panel should be replaced with wood or another
compatible material.

FINDINGS
Having reviewed all the materials identified in the recitals above and having heard oral testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of the Commission.

2.

Findings pursuant to Article 10:
The Historic Preservation Commission has determined that the proposed work is compatible
with the character of the landmark as described in the designation report.


That the proposed project is compatible with the Murphy Windmill and Millwright’s
Cottage, Landmark No. 210 since the project does not affect the design and form of the site.



That the project would maintain the existing use of the park as a public open space and
would maintain the windmill’s historic character.



That the proposed project maintains and does not alter or destroy the windmill’s characterdefining features or materials.



The proposed project meets the requirements of Article 10.
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On balance, the proposed project meets the following Secretary of Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation: The proposed project meets the following Secretary of Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation:
Standard 1.
A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change
to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
Standard 2.
The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials
or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
Standard 3.
Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other
historic properties, will not be undertaken.
Standard 5.
Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property shall be preserved.
Standard 6.
Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture
and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary
and physical evidence.
Standard 9.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials,
features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated
from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and
massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
Standard 10.
New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment
would be unimpaired.

3.

General Plan Compliance. The proposed Certificate of Appropriateness is, on balance,
consistent with the following Objectives and Policies of the General Plan:
I. URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
THE URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT CONCERNS THE PHYSICAL CHARACTER AND ORDER OF
THE CITY, AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PEOPLE AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT.
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GOALS
The Urban Design Element is concerned both with development and with preservation. It is a concerted
effort to recognize the positive attributes of the city, to enhance and conserve those attributes, and to
improve the living environment where it is less than satisfactory. The Plan is a definition of quality, a
definition based upon human needs.
OBJECTIVE 1
EMPHASIS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN WHICH GIVES TO THE CITY AND ITS
NEIGHBORHOODS AN IMAGE, A SENSE OF PURPOSE, AND A MEANS OF ORIENTATION.
POLICY 1.3
Recognize that buildings, when seen together, produce a total effect that characterizes the city and its
districts.
OBJECTIVE 2
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY
WITH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM OVERCROWDING.
POLICY 2.4
Preserve notable landmarks and areas of historic, architectural or aesthetic value, and promote the
preservation of other buildings and features that provide continuity with past development.
POLICY 2.5
Use care in remodeling of older buildings, in order to enhance rather than weaken the original character of
such buildings.
POLICY 2.7
Recognize and protect outstanding and unique areas that contribute in an extraordinary degree to San
Francisco's visual form and character.
The goal of a Certificate of Appropriateness is to provide additional oversight for buildings and districts
that are architecturally or culturally significant to the City in order to protect the qualities that are
associated with that significance.
The proposed project qualifies for a Certificate of Appropriateness and therefore furthers these policies and
objectives by maintaining and preserving the character-defining features of the Murphy Windmill and
Millwright’s Cottage, Landmark Number 210 for the future enjoyment and education of San Francisco
residents and visitors.
4.

The proposed project is generally consistent with the eight General Plan priority policies set forth
in Section 101.1 in that:
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A) The existing neighborhood-serving retail uses will be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses will be
enhanced:
The proposed project will have no effect on existing neighborhood-serving retail uses.
B) The existing housing and neighborhood character will be conserved and protected in order to
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods:
The proposed project will strengthen neighborhood character by respecting the character-defining
features of the site and landmark in conformance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.
C) The City’s supply of affordable housing will be preserved and enhanced:
The project will not affect the City’s affordable housing supply.
D) The commuter traffic will not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking:
The proposed project will not result in commuter traffic impeding MUNI transit service or
overburdening the streets or neighborhood parking.
E) A diverse economic base will be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors
from displacement due to commercial office development. And future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors will be enhanced:
The proposed project will not have any impact on industrial and service sector jobs.
F) The City will achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of
life in an earthquake.
The project will have no effect on preparedness against injury and loss of life in an earthquake. The
work will be executed in compliance with all applicable construction and safety measures.
G) That landmark and historic buildings will be preserved:
The proposed project is in conformance with Article 10 of the Planning Code and the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards.
H) Parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas will be protected from
development:
The proposed project will not impact the access to sunlight or vistas for the parks and open space.
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For these reasons, the proposal overall, is appropriate for and consistent with the purposes of
Article 10, meets the standards of Article 10, and the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation, General Plan and Prop M findings of the Planning Code.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby GRANTS a Certificate of
Appropriateness for the property located at Lot 001 in Assessor’s Block 1700 for proposed work in
conformance with the plans labeled Exhibit A on file in the docket for Case No. 2018-003886COA.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: The Commission's decision on a Certificate of
Appropriateness shall be final unless appealed within thirty (30) days. Any appeal shall be made to
the Board of Appeals, unless the proposed project requires Board of Supervisors approval or is
appealed to the Board of Supervisors as a conditional use, in which case any appeal shall be made to
the Board of Supervisors (see Charter Section 4.135).
Duration of this Certificate of Appropriateness: This Certificate of Appropriateness is issued pursuant
to Article 10 of the Planning Code and is valid for a period of three (3) years from the effective date of
approval by the Historic Preservation Commission. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this
action shall be deemed void and canceled if, within 3 years of the date of this Motion, a site permit or
building permit for the Project has not been secured by Project Sponsor.
THIS IS NOT A PERMIT TO COMMENCE ANY WORK OR CHANGE OF OCCUPANCY UNLESS
NO BUILDING PERMIT IS REQUIRED. PERMITS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING
INSPECTION (and any other appropriate agencies) MUST BE SECURED BEFORE WORK IS
STARTED OR OCCUPANCY IS CHANGED.
I hereby certify that the Historical Preservation Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on May 2,
2018.

Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary

AYES:

X

NAYS:

X

ABSENT:

X

ADOPTED:

May 2, 2018
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APPLICATION FOR

Certificate of Appropriateness
1 OwnerlApplicant Information
PROPERTY ONMER'S NAME

City and County of San Francisco -Recreation and Park Department
PgOPERTY ONMER'S ADOflESS.

TELEPHONE

San Francisco Recreation and Park Department
City and County of San Francisco
300 Van Ness Avenue, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

~

~

E"~"'~

APPLICANTS NAME.

Dan Mauer, Project Manager, Capital Improvements Division, S.F. Recreation and Park Department
APPL~CANT~S ADDRESS:

saw ~ newe Ci

TELEPHONE.

San Francisco Recreation and Park department
City and County of San Francisco
300 Van Ness Avenue, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

~415 ~ 581-2542
E"~~
dan.mauer@sfgov.org

CONTACT FOR PROJECT WFORMATION
Same u Above L:J
CONTACT PERSON S ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

ENW L

2 Location and 6~tassificat~on
STREET ADDRESS~ PROJECT.

ZIP LADE

Martin Luther King Jr. Way

94121

CROSS STREETS

Lincoln Way /Great Highway I John F. Kennedy Drive
ASSESSORS BLOCKILOT.

1700

~ pp~

lOT DIMENSIONS

NIA

LOT AREA DSO f~

4,195,976

ZONING DISTRICT.

Public Use

MEI6HT~BUUc DISTRICT:

Open Space

ARTICLE 10 LANDMARK NUMBER

HISTORIC DISTR~T

210

Golden Gate Park NRHP District

3 Project Uescnphon
Exterior -Gallery rail alteration /replace exterior doors!reduced canvas sail configuration /
safety additions to the Fan Tail
Interior -new metal interior stairs /upgraded lighting fixtures /Miscellaneous safety upgrades
Not yet filed
Building Permit Application No
_____ _
Date Filed: __

SAN fq~N:.~SCJ PIANMrNC. GE P~PIY[Hl ~0 W }G 1!

4 Project Summary Table
If you are not sure of the eventual size of the project, provide the maximum estimates
., •. .~
Residential
Retail
Office
Industrial / PDR
production Dslnpulion 8 Repau

Parking
Other (Specify Use)

Operating windmill

Yes

Safety upgrades /
repairs

No change

Total GSF

Dwelling Units
Hotel Rooms
Parking Spaces
Loading Spaces
Number of Buildings

One

Yes

No change

No change

Height of Buildings)

X00 feet

Yes

No change

No change

Six

Yes

No change

No change

N umber of Stones

Please provide a narrative project description, and describe any additional project features that are not included
in this table:
Exterior -Code compliance improvements to exterior Gallery railing. Replace deteriorated existing non-historic
doors at entry and gallery level. Additions to Fan Tail, and Sail Stocks for operator safety.
Interior -Replace ekisting non-historic stairs with OSHA and CBC compliant metal stairs for operator safety. Replace
existing non-Ftistoric lighting with new fixtures providing higher illumination. Install new metal guard rails and
machinery guards.
Please see a detailed project scope and narrative in the project packet.
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Findings of Compliance with Preservation Standards
FINDINGS OF COMPLIANCE WITH PRESERVATION STANDARDS

VES

NO

N~A

1

Is the property being used as it was historically?

[~

❑

❑

2

Does the new use have minimal impact on distinctive materials, features,
spaces, and spatial relationship?

~

~

~

3

Is the historic character of the property being maintained due to minimal
changes of the above listed characteristics?

~

~

~

Are the design changes creating a false sense of history of historical
development. possible from features or elements taken from other historical
properties?

❑

~

❑

5

Are there elements of the property that were not initially significant but have
acquired their own historical significance?

~

~

~

6

Have the elements referenced in Finding 5 been retained and preserved?

❑

❑

~

~

Have distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or
examples of tine craftsmanship that characterize the property been preserved?

~

~

~

a

Are all deteriorating historic features being repaired per the Secretary of the
Interior Standards?

~

~

~

9

Are there historic features that have deteriorated and need to be replaced?

~

❑

❑

~p

Do the replacement features match in design, color, texture, and, where
possible, materials?

~

~

~

~~

Are any specified chemical or physical treatments being undertaken on historic
materials using the gentlest means possible?

~

~

~

12

Are all archeological resources being protected and preserved in place?

❑

❑

~

13

Do exterior alterations or related new construction preserve historic materials,
features. and spatial relationships that are characteristic to the property?

~

~

n

14

Are exterior alterations differentiated from the old. but still compatible with the
historic materials, features, size. scale, and proportion, and massing to protect
the integrity of the property and its environment?

~

❑

❑

If any alterations are removed one day in the future, will the forms and integrity
of the historic property and environment be preserved?

~

~

~

4

~5

Please summarize how your project meets the Secretary of the Interior's Standards /or the Treatment of
Historic
Properties, in particular the Guidelines for Rehabilitation and will retain character-defining features of the
building
and/or district:
The interior project elements are safety upgrades which are not visible from the exterior. The exterior upgrades,
to the
Gallery railing involve a minor dimensional change in height and the addition of a toe kick at the Gallery deck level
that will maintain the original design color and materiality and have no impact on the historic character of the railing.
The operator safety upgrades involve the installation of tie off points, at the Sail Stocks and Fan Tail which will
have
no visual impact. A permanent ladder will replace a temporary ladder at the Fan Tail and structural angles will stiffen
the Fantail Deck. The Fan Tail is ninety feet above the ground, and the additions will have no visual impact. All
proposed work is reversible, and the historic character of the structure will be maintained

SAM ~N~~~~SGO >t~NN~NG DEP~PfMLHI QOM 5011

Findings of Compliance with
General Preservation Standards
In reviewing applications for Certificate of Appropriateness the Historic Preser~~ation Commission, Department
staff,
Board of Appeals and/or Board of Supervisors, and the Planning Cummi~sion shall be Kc>vemed by The Secrefnri~
v(
the /nterio✓s $fn~irtnrrfs ~i» th~~ Ti~ntmrnf o(Histnric Prn~~e~~tie~ pursuant to Sertiun 1006.6 i~f the Planning
Ci~de. Please
respond to each statement completely (Note: Attach continuation sheets, if necessary). Gi~~e reasons as
to hour and
u~{ry the project meets the ten Standards rather than merely coniludin~; that it dixs su. IF A GIVEN
REQUIRE\4FNT
DC)ES N07 APPLY TO YOUR PROJECT EXPLAIn~ WHY I1 DOES N07.

1 . The property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change
to its
distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships;
The property will be used as it was historically as an operating windmill and as a major contributing historic
element to
Golden Gate Park. No change of use is proposed as part of the scope of work.

2 The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials
or
alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the property will be avoided;
T he proposed project generally involves safety upgrades that are additive. The safety upgrades
will not cause the
removal of materials, or alter features, spaces or spatial relationships The non-historic wooden stairs
installed during
the restoration project wit! be replaced with metal stairs that will generally follow the original stair pattern with
concessions to new geometries required for code compliant safety The only element being removed
is the concrete
pump bed on the interior ground floor. This removal was previously approved in the original C of A for
the rehabilitatior
project (Case Repo~rl No. 2001.0732A) in 2001. The removal was not implemented at that time.

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes that create
a false
sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic
properties,
will not be undertaken;
This project proposes operator safety upgrades. There are no elements in the project that will create
a false sense of
historical development, or add conjectural features.

6~N ~a~HC~SCO PI~hH~NG DCP~IY(M11 i]M>~~i

4 Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved;
Apart from the recent work associated with the Windmill's rehabilitation, there have been no changes to the structure
that have acquired historic significance.

5 Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of fine craftsmanship that
characterize a property will be preserved;
All distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques will remain unaltered in the course of the
proposed safety upgrade work.

6 Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where
possible, materials Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical
evidence;
The rehabilitation project completed in 2011 addressed and reversed the severely deteriorated state of the Murphy
Windmill. All work adhered to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties
Rehabilitation Treatment This project proposes adding operator safety features without altering the historic fabric or
character of the buffing.

7. Chemical or physical treatments, ii appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used;
Cleaning using chemical or physical treatments is not in the project scope.
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8 Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation
measures will be undertaken;
This project does not involve ground disturbing activity, and no archeological resources are contained within the
windmill itself.

9 New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and
spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be drfferentiated from the old and will be
compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of
the property and its environment;
The project scope does not contain new additions. but rather alterations designed to improve operator safety as well
as door replacements due to weathering, and security. The proposed increased height in the Gallery railing (maximum
five inches) will be accomplished using the same materials currently used in the railing. The replacement doors will be
of the same design replicated in more weather resistant materials. The new interior stairs will be steel and will be
clearly differentiated from the wood stairs built as part of the rehabilitation completed in 2011. There is no work
proposed that will affect materials, features, size, scale proportion or massing because of the small scale of the
alterations.

10 New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, rf removed in
the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would not be impaired;
There are no building additions or adjacent new construction in the proposed scope of work. All safety upgrades are
small in scale, additive, and reversible

PLEASE NOTE: For a!l npplicatrons perfnining to buildings lornteri zrifhi~t Historic Drsfrrcts, Nrr E~ro'~nseA u~orL nn~sf ronrpli~
with all npplrcnble stattdards and guidelines set forth in the cone~~~undin,~ A~~prndLi zvhirli rfrsrri(~es Nrr I~istrirf, rn nddrtion
fu the aF~~~lic•able standarAs and requrrement~ set forth in Section ]006.6. In Nic cvrnf of any conflict hchoreu flrc standards n(
Section 1006.6 and the sfandnrds contained within fhr A~endra tohiclr rlrsrribes Nie I~isfricl, the niure profertit~~~ shat! pri~anif.
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Priority General Plan Policies Fir~dir~gs
Proposition M was adopted by the voters on Nuvember 4, 1986. It requires that the City shall find that proposed
projects and demolitions arc consititent ~+ith eight pri~~rit~ pulicie~ set kith in Section 101.1 of the Cih- Planning
Code. These eight polities arc listed belu~~. Please state hu~~• the projeit is ~unsistent car inconsistent with each pnli~y.
Each statement should refer to specific circumstances or conditions applicable to the property. Each puliry must have
a rr~pun~e. IF A GIVEN POLICY DnES NCl7 Af'PLY TO YOUR PROJECT; EXPLAIN WI IY IT DOTS NOT.

1 . That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future opportunities for resident
employment in and ownership of such businesses enhanced;
The proposed project is small in scope and primarily involves safety upgrades contained within the footprint of the
structure. It will have no bearing on neighborhood serving retails uses.

2. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to preserve the cultural
and economic diversity of our neighborhoods;
The proposed project scope will have no impact on housing or neighborhood character.

3 That the Ciry's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced;
The proposed project will have no impact on affordable housing.

4. T-hat commuter traffic not impede Muni transit service or overburden our streets or neighborhood parking;
The proposed project does not contain a traffic generating component
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5. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors from displacement
due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for resident employment and ownership in
these sectors be enhanced;
The proposed projec! has no bearing on neighborhood economics, nor will it cause displacement due to commeraal
office development.

6. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of life in an
earthquake;
The Windmill rehabilitation project completed in 2011 included structural upgrades responding to lateral (wind and
seismic) loads. The current proposed project scope involves operational safety upgrades unrelated to earthquake
preparedness.

7. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved; and
The Murphy Windmill as San Francisco Landmark #210. A major rehabilitation project was completed in 2011 saving
the building from imminent collapse. The current proposed project includes safety upgrades and minor repairs and
replacement of non-historic elements which adhere to the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties.

8. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from development.
Ttie proposed project will have no effect on open space, access to sunlight, or vistas

SOH iN~Af.~6f.O h~NN'Nfi ~FP~PT Vi~~ ~90~>Ol>

Estimated Construction Cosis
TYPE Oi APPJCATON

Certificate of Appropriateness
ocCUPurcr cusSiF~non
U -Utility and Miscellaneous Groups -Tower
BuiWiNG twE

Type V
TOTK GROSS SOUARE FEET OF CONS~AUCTiON

By PROPOSED USE$

Approximately 4,200 gross square feet interior space

Windmill operation

ESTNMTEO CANSTR~CTION COST

Budget -approximately ~600,000
EST~MA7E PRE~AHED BY

Construction Documents have not been generated This application is for historical review only.
FEE EST~BUSHED

A pplicant's Affidavit
l n~icr E~i~nalt~ ~,t ~.cr~un thr hdli~~~'in~ ~i~~rlaialu~n+ an~ made:
a l he i .1~ ~i~ni•d ~~ thr i~~~ ncr ur authunii~d agent of the oN~ner of this pruperi}'
h T11~ ii~urmaliun ~r~•~~~iitod i~ trur arni ~u~rr.l 1~~ the becl of my knowledge
c : ether informaliun ur ap~licatiuns may he required

/ ~~

Signature:

//~I N„l_~
~_ ~~^^-! ~
!

Digitally signed by Oan Mauer
DN:cn=Dan Mauer,o=Rec Park
Depl' ou=Gpital Division,
email=dan.mauer~sfgov.orq.c=<n
Date: 2018.03.16 1403:35 -07'00'

Print name, and indicate whether owner, or authorized agent.
Dan Mauer, Owner
Owner ~ Auttwr~eG /uQ~nt ~nrcle Dnsl

p8~8: March 16, 2018

Certificate of Appropriateness Application
Submittal Checklist
The intent of this application is to provide Staff and the Historic Preservation Commission with sufficient information
to undertitand and re~~iew the proposal. Receipt of the applicatiun and the ac~umpam~ing materials by the Planning
Department shall only serve the purpose of establishing a Planning Department file for the proposed project. After
the file is established, the Department will review the application to determine whether the application is complete
or whether additional information is required for the Certificate of Appropriateness process. Applications listed
below submitted to the Planning Department must br accompanied by this checklist and all required materials. The
checklist is to be completed and signed by the applicant or authorized agent.
CERTIFICATE OF
ppppppRIATENESS

REQUIRED MATERIALS (please chock coned coWmn)

Application, with all blanks completed

~

Site Plan

~

Floor Plan

~

Elevations

~

Prop. M Findings

~

Historic photographs (if possible), and current photographs

~

Check payable to Planning Department

~

Original Application signed by owner or agent

~

Letter of authorization for agent

❑

Other: Section Plan, Detail drawings (i.e. windows, door entries, trim),
Specifications (for cleaning, repair, etc.) and/or product cut sheets for new
elements (i.e. windows, doors)

~

NOTES
❑ RsqukeC Matenai W~te 'N/A' H you be~iays Ms ttem is not applicable,(e p ~ettar d ~uthorlr~tio~ n not rsqulntl K epplcatlon
s aprntl by progrty ow~w.)
TyplcNly would not ~1y Nevertheless. in a ap~c case, cteM may rpuire the fpm.

PLEASE !~OTF~ 7'hr Historic Presernntiar+ Corr~~~rission inifl require additional copies each of plans anAeolor photograrrhs in
redz~ced srts f l]" .~ I i'7 for fhe public hearinti ~rackrfs 1/ Har nf~plication isfor a demolifron, additional materials not listed aGac~e
nrny b~~ required. All ~~tnns, drnzniii~s, phufolrnj~h~, ntailin~ lists, maps and other rnnfrrials requiredfor the ayp(ication must Ire
inrh~ded tniNr fhr ror~iErlrteAnp~~lirntiun /i~rni nr~d ron~~of be „borrowed" front any relateArtpylication.

For Department Use Onry

Application received by Planning Department:
By:

Sew ~M~4C~SC0 ~.~wMi~aG IX P~ai MLA* ~00~ ]C ~:

Date:

Central Rec~ptlon
1650 Mission Street, Sude 400
San Francisco CA 94103-2479

Plannlny Information Center (PIC)
1660 Mission Street Firsl Floor
San Francisco CA 94103-2479

TEL 415.558.6378
FAX 415 558-6409
WEB http://www.afplanning.org

P~annrrg stall are avai~able by phone and at the P!C co~mter
No appo~~tment is necessary

TEL' 415.558.6377
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DRAWING INDEX

A1.0
A2.0
A3.0
A4.0
A5.0
A6.0
A6.1

LEVEL 1 STAIR
LEVEL 2 STAIR
LEVEL 3 STAIR
LEVEL 4 STAIR
LEVEL 5 STAIR
LEVEL 6 STAIR
STAIR STRUCTURE CONCEPT

STORAGE
SHED
MILLWRIGHT
COTTAGE

APPENDIX
A. CMPROS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
B. OSHA CONSULTATION REPORT
C. SECT. OF INT. STANDARDS
D. LANDMARK PRESERVATION ADVISORY BOARD CASE REPORT
E. 2001 CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS

DECK / GALLERY

MURPHY
WINDMILL

MURPHY
WINDMILL

HISTORICAL REVIEW

SITE PLAN
SCOPE NARRATIVE
SCOPE ELEVATION
CHARACTER DEFINING ELEMENTS
PHOTOS
EXTERIOR RAILING DETAIL
FAN TAIL DETAIL
ENTRY LIGHTING

OCEAN
BEACH

M A RTI N LU TH ER K I N G , JR . D RI VE

NOTIF ICATION MA P
N .T. S.
PREPARED BY RADIUS SERVICES

S IT E P L AN
1/8” = 1’-0”
0 1’

4’

A0.1 - SITE PLAN

A0.1
A0.2
A0.3
A0.4
A0.5
A0.6
A0.7
A0.8

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA

03.09.2018

Fan Tail:
Augment fantail’s open steel deck with additional light bracing to stiffen and reduce deflection in
the steel grating surface.
Replace the existing loose aluminum ladder with a permanently fixed ladder of the same size and
appearance.
Add tie-offs, hand holds, and cables for fall protection.
Commentary: (Safety issue) By the start of the project in rehabilitation in 2001, the original
wooden fantail had been removed and was lying on the ground at the base of the Windmill. Its
remnants were used as patterns for its replication in steel and wood. Operational experience
and a workplace safety survey have revealed the need for the enhanced safety measures
described above. The Fan Tail is approximately 90 feet above the ground, and the additions,
which are primarily hardware, will not impinge on the visual character of the machinery.

Exterior:
Gallery – level 3:
Gallery hand rail extension to code compliant 42 inches high.
Commentary: (Safety issue) The hand rail surrounding the gallery was designed based on historic
photographs. The height was made less than the code required 42 inches to create clearance for
the turning radius of the sail stocks.  It has since been found that the stocks will clear the railing if
it is increased in height by 5 inches to meet code.
Add a 4 inch high wood toe kick at the bottom of the railing where it meets the gallery deck.
Commentary: (Safety issue) OSHA requires toe kicks at the bottom of guardrails to prevent falls.
This is especially important at the Windmill because the railing angles outward per the original
design.
Replace weathered Gallery deck level wood entry doors.
Commentary: (Repair issue) Two wooden doors leading from Level 3 to the outside Gallery deck
have weathered in marine environment and are leaking. The project includes replacement using
the identical design replicated in weather resistant materials.

Interior:
Stairs / Openings
Replace all existing interior wooden stairs with OSHA compliant painted steel stairs handrails and
guard rails.
Remove small sections of floor surface on all levels to allow for vertical, code compliant head
clearance, in areas of new stair openings.
Commentary: (Safety issue) Stair replacement was previously conditionally approved as part
of the C of A review for the 2001 rehabilitation project. The proposed designs were to be
reviewed by the LPC when complete. The original wood stairs were replaced in-kind in the
rehabilitation project completed in 2011 for budgetary reasons. The scheme for improved access
stairs was not implemented.

Main entry door at grade:
-

Install exterior lights at door for safety illumination.
Commentary: (Safety / security issue) Exterior lights illuminating the main entrance at grade is
required by code. An illuminated front door may also help reduce attempted break-ins.

Sails / Stocks:
Add tie-offs for fall protection on the stocks (see commentary above).

Concrete pump beds
Remove concrete water pump beds in anticipation of creating space for interpretive exhibits.
The pump bed footprint consumes most of the ground level square footage, and the intent is to
create a future area for interpretive exhibits open to the public.
Commentary: (Interpretive issue) This  item was previously approved as part of the 2001 C of A
review submitted for the Windmill rehabilitation project.
Miscellaneous recommended safety upgrades
Increase lighting levels replacing incandescent fixtures with brighter LED or compact fluorescent
fixtures.
Add guardrails at Levels 6 & 7 in the proximity of openings to below.
Add floor level signage designations.

Prepared by Charlie Duncan on 2/20/2018
Historic Preservation Architect
Interactive Resources

P ROJEC T S CO P E
N AR R AT IV E

A0.2 - SCOPE

By the year 2000, the Murphy Windmill had deteriorated to the point that it was in danger of imminent
collapse. The San Francisco Recreation and Park Department (SFRPD) embarked on a rehabilitation
project with the goal of returning the Windmill to operating condition. The project received a Certificate
of Appropriateness (Case no. 2001.0732A filed July 24, 2001) in 2001 using the Rehabilitation guidelines
from the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. The project was
successfully completed and opened in 2011. Since the opening, specially trained SFRPD personnel have
operated and maintained the Windmill and its historic 1908 running gear for public display. During the
ensuing seven years, numerous safety issues have been identified through operator experience and a
City commissioned workplace safety survey, with reference to OSHA standards, that were not foreseen
at the time of the rehabilitation. This Certificate of Appropriateness application seeks to remedy those
deficiencies with safety upgrades designed to comply with OSHA and be implemented in the context of
the Secretary’s Standards using the Rehabilitation Treatment. The specific project elements are as follows:

HISTORICAL REVIEW

PROJEC T SCOPE NARRATIVE

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA

03.09.2018

SCOPE

FAN TAIL
Provide additional bracing to stiffen structure.
Replace loose ladder with fixed ladder.
Add tie-off’s, hand holds, and cables for fall
protection.

MAIN ENTRY
Entry Lighting - Install exterior lights at
entrance for safety and security.

EAST E L E VAT IO N

3/32” = 1’-0”

0

2’

4’

8’

A0.3 - ELEVATION

GALLERY - LEVEL 3
Railing - Extend Handrail to 42” high and
provide 4” wood toe-tick at bottom of railing
where it meets the deck to meet OSHA
requirements.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

SAILS/STOCKS
Add tie-offs for fall protection on the stocks.

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA

03.09.2018

CHARAC TER DEFINING ELEMENTS
A character defining feature is a prominent or distinctive aspect, quality, or characteristic of a historic property that contributes significantly to its physical character. The common methodology used for analyzing
historic buildings is a hierarchical rating system which passes judgement on the value of each component. The Murphy Windmill; however, is a building that is also a machine, including building components that
move. By definition, machines are dynamically balanced assemblies of parts forming an integrated system. Each part contributes equally to the machine’s work. This identification of the Murphy Windmill’s Character
Defining Features will; therefore, treat each feature with equal importance. The dates following each feature indicate if the feature was replaced (2011), or if it is original (1908).

FANTAIL AND SUPPORTING STRUCTURE (2011)
COPPER CLAD ROTATING CAP (2011)
IRON AND STEEL OPERATING MACHINERY (1908/2011)
WOOD FRAME CAP STRUCTURE (2011)
SLATE TOWER CLADDING (2011)
HEAVY TIMBER TOWER STRUCTURE
AND FLOORS (1908/2011)
INTERIOR STAIRS (2011 - NOT SHOWN)

WOOD GALLERY DOORS (2011)
GALLERY DECK, RAILING AND SUPPORTING
STRUTS (2011)

WOOD DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS (1908/2011)

CONCRETE BASE (1908)
STEEL ENTRY DOOR (2011)

SECTION

EAST ELEVATION
C H A RAC TER D EF IN IN G E L E ME N TS

PREPARED BY INTERACTIVE RESOURCES ON 2/20/2018

A0.4 - CHARACTER HISTORICAL REVIEW

STEELSAIL STOCKS, SAIL GRID (2011)
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PHOTOS

1

2

3

3   1922. http://opensfhistory.org/Neighbor
hoodPhotos/ALL/windmill
4   2011. http://www.nileguide.com/destina
     tion/blog/san-francisco-bay-area/2011/09
     /20/windmills-in-golden-gate-park/
5   2013. https://www.flickr.com/pho
     tos/23711298@N07/9778815005/in/pho
     tostream/
6   2013. https://www.flickr.com/pho
     tos/23711298@N07/9778902393

4

5

6

P HOTO S

A0.5 - PHOTOS

2   1914. source unknown.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

1   1910. http://www.outsidelands.org/mur
      phy_windmill.php
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EXTERIOR RAILING

P RO P O SED G UA RD RA I L SEC TI O N & E L E VAT IO N

3/4” = 1’-0”
1’

6”

(N) GUARDRAIL

(E) DECK / GALLERY
CONTINUES AROUND
WINDMILL

(E) BUILDING / WINDMILL

EX I STI N G D EC K /G A LLERY RA I LI N G

DECK / G AL L E RY

N.T.S.

A0.6 - DECK RAILING HISTORICAL REVIEW

0
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FANTAIL
HEIGHT

Movable ladder to become permanent.
Tie-offs to be added as required by OSHA.

EXISTING

PROPOSED - OSHA REQUIREMENTS

FAN TAIL

A0.7 - FANTAIL

STEEL GRATE PLATFORMS
Work with structural engineer to
strengthen platforms.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

~ 96’ ABOVE GRADE

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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ENTRY LIGHTING
BeveLED BLOCK Downlight — BLRD5
®

B E V E L E D B L O C K D OW N L I G H T

B E V E L E D B L O C K D OW N L I G H T - C O N D U I T C U T O U T

®

®

LI G H TI NG CO NC E PT
Ent r y light ing is re q uire d fo r e m e rge n cy light in g at a m inim um o f
1 fo o t-candle . Pro p o s e d light f ix t ure to be m o unte d be low Leve l
t hre e d e ck in bet we e n wo o d j o ist s , ab ove ex ist ing co ncrete walls .

SPEC I FI C ATI O NS
usailighting.com/block
Keep ceiling height right where it is! Specifically designed to work with surface-mounted conduit and junction boxes, BeveLED BLOCK has a modern
look that’s perfect for lofts, offices, and open architectural spaces. Also available with solid-sides styling shown above, Block also creates a finished look when
recessed conduit is possible.

-

U SA i B lo ck
1 2 w + /- 2 .5 fo o t-can dle s
2 5 d e gre e be am s pre ad
3 ,0 0 0 K

F E AT U R E S

•
•
•
•
•

High performance architectural lighting solution for industrial or exposed concrete ceiling types where recessed lighting is not an option
Convenient conduit cutouts provide access for surface-mounted conduit to pass through the luminaire
Smooth, modular solid and keyhole slots are interchangeable and user configurable to allow for simple on site customization in the field.
BeveLED BLOCK is available in a range of standard and custom colors to complement your project, whether an industrial or refined look is desired.
Industry leading illumination and craftsmanship

B E V E L E D B L O C K D OW N L I G H T P E R FO R M A N C E DATA

HISTORICAL REVIEW

LI G H TI NG STUDY
LED COLOR CHOICES

Classic White

Warm Glow Dimming
2 4W

16W

D E L I V E R E D*
PERFOR M ANCE:

9W

12 W

16W

C o l o r Re n d e r i n g I n d e x

80+ CRI

90+ CRI

80+ CRI

90+ CRI

80+ CRI

90+ CRI

80+ CRI

90+ CRI

80+ CRI

90+ CRI

S o u r c e L u m e n s:

1150

900

1300

1025

1725

1350

2400

1875

1275

1025

L u m e n s Pe r Wa t t :

93

68

86

67

86

67

80

63

69

55

D e l i v e r e d L u m e n s:

775

600

1025

800

1375

1075

1925

1500

1100

875

*Pe r f o r m a n c e d a t a b a s e d o n 3 0 0 0 K , 8 0 + C R I

Classic White

Warm Glow Dimming

2200K

2 70 0 K

3000K

35 0 0 K

4000K

2 70 0 K

3000K

35 0 0 K

80+

80+ 90+

80+ 90+

80+

80+

80+ 90+

80+ 90+

80+

M ultiplier for Lumen O ut put: 0.72

0.94 0.78

1.00 0.78

1.00

1.06

0.94 0.79

1.00 0.81

1.00

C o l o r Re n d e r i n g I n d e x :

Page 1

usailighting.com
info@usailighting.com

T 845–565–8500
F 845–561–1130

1126 River Road
New Windsor, NY 12553

© 2017. USAI, LLC. All rights reserved.
All designs protected by copyright.
Covered by US Patents: 8,581,520, and 8,456,109.
Patents pending. USAI, BeveLED BLOCK and Warm Glow Dimming
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E N T RY L IG HT IN G

A0.8 - LIGHTING

C O R R E L AT E D C O L O R
T E M P E R AT U R E
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(E) MECHANICAL CONCRETE
PADS TO BE REMOVED
(E) CONCRETE STRUCTURE

2

RISE = ± 9” VARIES
RUN = ± 9½” VARIES
(E) DOOR

1

PROPOSED
ISOMETRIC

EXISTING LEVEL 1 PLAN
1/8” = 1’-0”
4’

HISTORICAL REVIEW

0 1’

(E) CONCRETE STRUCTURE
FUTURE ROTATING SHAFT

2ND F.F.

PROPOSED LEVEL 1 PLAN

15’-8”

1/8” = 1’-0”
0 1’

SECTION A
1/16” = 1’-0”

4’

0 2’
1ST F.F.

8’

LEVEL 1

A1.0 - LEVEL 1

(N) STAIR
RISE = 7½”
RUN = 10”

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA

- Insufficent lighting
- Non-OSHA compliant Handrails/Guardrails
- (E) Stair is too steep
- Head clearance issue

(E) OPENING ABOVE
(N) STAIR
RISE = 9“
RUN = ± 7½” VARIES

3

(E) CONCRETE STRUCTURE

2

PROPOSED
ISOMETRIC

EXISTING LEVEL 2 PLAN
1/8” = 1’-0”
0 1’

4’

HISTORICAL REVIEW

RISE = 7 ½”
RUN = 10”

(N) LANDINGS
(E) STRUCTURE

FUTURE ROTATING SHAFT
3RD F.F.

(N) LANDING

(E) CONCRETE STRUCTURE

PROPOSED LEVEL 2 PLAN

2ND F.F.

15’-8”

1/8” = 1’-0”
0 1’

SECTION B
1/16” = 1’-0”

4’

0 2’

8’

1ST F.F.

LEVEL 2

A2.0 - LEVEL 2

14’-8”

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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- (E) Stair is too steep
- (E) Trusses to remain
- Head clearance issue

(E) RAILING
(E) TRUSS
(E) DOOR TO DECK
4

(E) BRAKE
(E) RELEASE
RISE = ± 9” VARIES
RUN = ± 8” VARIES

3
(E) DOOR TO DECK

PROPOSED
ISOMETRIC

EXISTING LEVEL 3 PLAN
1/8” = 1’-0”
0 1’

4’

HISTORICAL REVIEW

REPAIR (E) ELASTOMERIC
COATING O/WOOD
DECKING, CONT.
AROUND
WINDMILL

(N) DECK GUARDRAIL
CON’T AROUND
DECK, SEE A0.6 FOR
DETAIL
(N) STAIR
RISE = 9”
RUN = 8”

4TH F.F.

(N) DOOR

16’-6”

FUTURE
ROTATING SHAFT
3RD F.F.

(E) BRAKE

(E) TRUSS
30’-4”

(N) DOOR
(N) LANDINGS

PROPOSED LEVEL 3 PLAN

SECTION B

(E) DECK / GALLERY
CONT. AROUND WINDMILL

1/8” = 1’-0”

1/16” = 1’-0”

0 1’

4’

0 2’

8’

1ST F.F.

LEVEL 3

A3.0 - LEVEL 3

(E) RELEASE

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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- (E) Stair is too steep
- (E) Trusses to remain
- (E) Brake rope & release to remain
- Head clearance issue

(E) TRUSS
5

RISE = ± 9” VARIES
RUN = ± 8” VARIES
(E) BRAKE
(E) RELEASE

(E) RAILING
4

PROPOSED
ISOMETRIC

EXISTING LEVEL 4 PLAN
1/8” = 1’-0”
0 1’

4’

HISTORICAL REVIEW

5TH F.F.

15’-10”

(N) RAILING

4TH F.F.

(E) TRUSS
FUTURE ROTATING SHAFT
(E) BRAKE
(E) RELEASE
(N) STAIR
RISE = 9”
RUN = 8”
(N) LANDING

PROPOSED LEVEL 4 PLAN

SECTION A

1/8” = 1’-0”

1/16” = 1’-0”

0 1’

4’

0 2’
1ST F.F.

8’

LEVEL 4

A4.0 - LEVEL 4

46’-10”
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- (E) Stair is too steep
- (E) Trusses to remain
- (E) Brake rope & release to remain
- Head clearance issue

(E) RAILING
(E) TRUSS
(E) ROTATING SHAFT

6

(E) BRAKE
(E) RELEASE
RISE = ± 9” VARIES
RUN = ± 8” VARIES
5

PROPOSED
ISOMETRIC

EXISTING LEVEL 5 PLAN
1/8” = 1’-0”
0 1’

4’

6TH F.F.

9’-10”

(E) TRUSS
(N) GUARDRAIL
(E) ROTATING SHAFT
62’-8”

(E) BRAKE
(E) RELEASE
(N) STAIR
RISE = 9”
RUN = 8”

PROPOSED LEVEL 5 PLAN

SECTION B

1/8” = 1’-0”

1/16” = 1’-0”

0 1’

4’

0 2’

8’

1ST F.F.

LEVEL 5

A5.0 - LEVEL 5

HISTORICAL REVIEW

5TH F.F.

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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- (E) Stair is too steep
- (E) Trusses to remain
- (E) Brake rope & release to remain
- Head clearance issue

(E) WOOD STRUCTURE

(E) ROTATING SHAFT
(E) BRAKE
(E) RELEASE
(E) RAILING

7

6

RISE = 8”- 18” VARIES
RUN = 7 ½”

PROPOSED
ISOMETRIC

EXISTING LEVEL 6 PLAN
1/8” = 1’-0”
0 1’

4’

7TH F.F.
4’-2”

HISTORICAL REVIEW

6TH F.F.

(E) WOOD STRUCTURE
72’-6”

(E) ROTATING SHAFT
(E) BRAKE
(E) RELEASE

(N) STAIR
RISE = 11”
RUN = 7 ½”

PROPOSED LEVEL 6 PLAN

SECTION B

1/8” = 1’-0”

1/16” = 1’-0”

0 1’

4’

0 2’

8’

1ST F.F.

LEVEL 6

A6.0 - LEVEL 6

(E) RAILING

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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- (E) Stair is too steep
- (E) Trusses to remain
- (E) Brake rope & release to remain
- Head clearance issue

GUA RDRAIL/LA NDING ELEVATION AT TI M B ER SU P P O RTS

1/2” = 1’-0”
0

6”

1’

G UA RD RA I L/LA N D I N G SEC TI O N AT B RAC K E T S U P P O RTS

1/2” = 1’-0”
0

6”

1’

A6.1 - STRUCTURE HISTORICAL REVIEW

STAIR STRUC TURE CONCEPT

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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PG 14 OF 126 (Complete CMPro’s Report available upon request)

CMPROS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY A.

APPENDIX - A
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RED _________________Consulting
Robert E. Downey CPP, CSP
7311 Santa Juanita avenue
Orangevale, Ca 95662
916-995-8792

December 1, 2017
Paulett Taggart Architects
Attn: Mr. Eric Robinson
725 Greenwich Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco CA 94133
Re: Stair Survey, Murphy Windmill
Dear Eric:
As you requested Kasey Elliott and I conducted a stair survey of existing wooden stairs at the Murphy
Windmill. Our specific task was to determine whether or not the stairs as constructed were in
compliance with Cal-OSHA standards. I would like to thank Kasey for her patience in recording all
measurements taken during this survey and for preparing the attached report. The following
observations are provided for each stair from grade to top of the structure and the specific Cal OSHA
reference regarding violations is 8 CCR 3234 Fixed Industrial Stairs.
On positive notes, the stairs are solidly built with guardrails and midrails of the proper height and have
been constructed at angles no greater than 50 degrees.

Stairs 4 and 5 (levels 4th floor to 5th floor and 5th to 5a)
1. Riser variations exceed ¼”
2. Nosings are not present or are not uniform in extension
Stair 6 (5a to ladders and mill equipment)
1. Top step to platform is 18” and requires installation of another stair tread
2. There are more than 4 stairs and a rail is required
3. Width of the stair is 24“and is not out of compliance but the stair could be made wider and
allow easier access as well as the installation of a rail.

*Have not conducted a slip resistance test, so this is opinion only. However, the presence of grease and
oil especially on the top stairs at levels 5 & 6 may add to a potential fall.

Thank you for the opportunity to assist in this effort. Please call should you have questions.

Sincerely,

Robert E. Downey
Robert E. Downey CPP, CSP
Red Consulting

HISTORICAL REVIEW

Stair 1 (grade to 2d floor)
1. This stair has a variation greater than ¼” In the total run of the stair. Top stair to 2d floor
landing has nearly a 1 “variance.
2. Nosings do not extend uniformly beyond the risers by ½” to 1 inch
3. Wood stairs are not slip resistant*
4. At stair 12 the vertical clearance is less than 6’6”
Stair 2 (2d floor to 3d floor)
1.
2.
3.
4.

This stair has a variation greater than ¼’ in the total run of the stair.
Nosings do not extend uniformly beyond the risers
Wood stairs are not slip resistant*
At stairs 11 and 12 vertical clearance is less than 6’6”

1. Riser variations exceed 1/4” in total run of the stair
2. Treads have no extended nosings
3. Vertical clearance is restricted at stairs 12 and 13

OSHA STAIR REPORT B.

APPENDIX - B

Stair 3 (3d floor to 4th floor)
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SECRETARY OF INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR
REHABILITATION

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires mini
mal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial relationships.

2.

The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of
distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial relationships that
characterize a property will be avoided.

3.

Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural
features or elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.

4.

Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will
be retained and preserved.

5.

Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.

6.

Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the sever
ity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will
match the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials. Replacement of
missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.

7.

Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.

8.
9.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The
new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of
the property and its environment.

10.

New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a
manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would be unimpaired.

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties
U.S. Department of the Interior National Park Service - Technical Preservation Services
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/treatment-guidelines-2017.pdf
SECRETARY OF INTERIOR STANDARDS C.

PG 1 OF 3

LANDMARK PRESERVATION ADVISORY BOARD CASE REPORT D.

APPENDIX - C, D

1.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

The following Standards are to be applied to specific rehabilitation projects in a reasonable
manner, taking into consideration economic and technical feasibility.

SOUTH MURPHY WINDMILL, GOLDEN GATE PARK SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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2001 CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS E.

APPENDIX - E
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